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Implementing 802.11 with Microcontrollers: Wireless Networking for Embedded Systems Designers (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2005
Wireless networking is poised to have a massive impact on communications, and the 802.11 standard is to wireless networking what Ethernet is to wired networking. There are already over 50 million devices using the dominant IEEE 802.11 (essentially wireless Ethernet) standard, with astronomical growth predicted over the next 10 years. New...
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Building Django 2.0 Web Applications: Create enterprise-grade, scalable Python web applications easily with Django 2.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Go from the initial idea to a production-deployed web app using Django 2.0.

	
		Key Features

		
			A beginners guide to learning python's most popular framework, Django
	
			Build fully featured web projects in Django 2.0 through examples.
	
			Deploy web applications in...
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The System Designer's Guide to VHDL-AMS (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
The demand is exploding for complete, integrated systems that sense, process, manipulate, and control complex entities such as sound, images, text, motion, and environmental conditions. These systems, from hand-held devices to automotive sub-systems to aerospace vehicles, employ electronics to manage and adapt to a world that is, predominantly,...
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Persuasive Business Proposals: Writing to Win More Customers, Clients, and ContractsAMACOM, 2003
With over 40,000 copies sold, the first edition of Persuasive Business Proposals helped many readers construct dynamic, effective proposals. Now in paperback, this fully-revised second edition still gives readers simple, effective techniques for organizing, writing, and delivering proposals while updating the author’s winning...
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Hilbert-CourantSpringer, 1986

	If the life of any 20th century mathematician can be said to be a history of mathematics in his time, it is that of David Hilbert. To the enchanted young mathematicians and physicists who flocked to study with him in Goettingen before and between the World Wars, he seemed mathematics personified, the very air around him"scientifically...
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ESD : RF Technology and CircuitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The phenomenon of electrostatic discharge (ESD) has been known for a long time, but recently a growing interest has been observed in ESD in radio frequency (RF) technology and ESD issues in RF applications.

Why now?

Early telecommunications started with William Cooke and Charles Wheatstone in the development of the electric...
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Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry 16Springer, 1985

	This volume of the Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry series con-
	tains six chapters: four are on topics of current fundamental interest
	in the subject and two deal with more technological aspects of
	electrochemistry.


	Writing such a chapter on solid metal electrodes is a challenge
	when, at every moment, the latest...
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5G-Enabled Vehicular Communications and Networking (Wireless Networks)Springer, 2018

	
		This book investigates and reviews recent advanced techniques and important applications in vehicular communications and networking (VCN) from a novel perspective of the combination and integration of VCN and connected vehicles, which provides a significant scientific and technical support for future 5G-based...
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High Performance Control of AC Drives with Matlab / Simulink ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A comprehensive guide to understanding AC machines with exhaustive simulation models to practice design and control


	Nearly seventy percent of the electricity generated worldwide is used by electrical motors. Worldwide, huge research efforts are being made to develop commercially viable three- and multi-phase motor drive...
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Advances in Visual Computing: 6th International Symposium, ISVC 2010, Part ISpringer, 2010

	It is with great pleasure that we present the proceedings of the 6th International, Symposium on Visual Computing (ISVC 2010), which was held in Las Vegas, Nevada. ISVC provides a common umbrella for the four main areas of visual computing including vision, graphics, visualization, and virtual reality.


	The goal is to provide a...
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Methodology and Technology for Power System GroundingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Grounding is the fundamental measures to ensure the safe operation of power systems, including power apparatus and control/monitoring systems, and guarantee the personal safety. Grounding technology is an interdiscipline involving electrical engineering, high voltage technology, electric safety, electromagnetics, numerical analysis, and...
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Advanced Batteries: Materials Science AspectsSpringer, 2008
Energy is important to all of us, for a variety of reasons, but primarily because it can be useful. It can be found in a number of different forms. One readily recognizes the concepts of potential energy and kinetic energy, as well as the chemical energy in fuels, thermal energy as heat, the kinetic energy in wind and moving water, and magnetic and...
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